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A calculation based on the method of equivalent photons is made of the bremsstrahlung cross section 
for an electron passing by a nucleus situated in a constant crossed field. A generalization of the 
result to the case of an arbitrary field is given. It is shown that the greatest effect of a constant 
external field is manifested in the low frequency region, where the intensity of the synchroton 
radiation is maximal. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent times it is becoming more and more obvi

ous that a constant external field must exert an essen
tial influence on quantum processes in which relativistic 
particles take part(1-4). An exact calculation of proces
ses in an external field is difficult and therefore one has 
to use approximate methods such as, for example, the 
crossed field approximation [5) or different asymptotic 
methods[6-8). In this case, just as in the case when the 
external field is absent, one can utilize for processes 
involving a virtual photon the method of equivalent pho
tons (cL, for examplep,lO)). It follows from the results 
of Nikishov[l) and Baler and KatkOV[4) who considered 
bremsstahlung in the case of electron-electron (-posi
tron) collisions that the external field affects most 
strongly the recoil electron (Le., the equivalent photon 
spectrum). But in a collision with a massi ve particle 
(nucleus) one should evidently expect the greatest ef
fect of the external field on the emission of a photon by 
the light particle (electron), while one can neglect the 
effect of the external field on the rtucleus and therefore 
on the equivalent photon spectrum. 

In the present paper we consider the bremsstrahlung 
from an electron passing by a nucleus situated in a con
stant crossed field (E 1 H, 1 E 1 = 1 HI). We note that the 
results of calculations in a crossed field are approxi
mately applicable, as has been shown by Nikishov and 
Ritus[5] (cL, also(1l)), to processes in a constant arbi
trary field. 

2. THE EQUIVALENT PHOTON APPROXIMATION 

We specify by the four-potential ' ) 

A"=(nx)B", n'=(nB) =0, (1) 

(where B Jl is a constant four-vector) a constant and 
homogeneous crossed field 

(E..l..H, IEI=IHI, [ExHllln). 
(2 ) 

The Dirac equation for an electron moving in a given 
field can be solved exactly (cL, for example,[5,9)). The 
solution is characterized by four quantum numbers k J.l 
(quasimomentum) subject to the additional condition 
k2 = m2 (m is the electron mass) which go over into the 
components of the four-momentum of the free particle 
when the field is switched off. We note that the choice 
of the potential in the form (1) is evidently not the only 
one which leads to the given solution. In particular, a 
transformation (of the gradient type) is allowable 

A ,,-+A,,+const iJ,,\Hx) , 

which is equivalent to the parallel displacement of the 
coordinate system 

(nx) -+ (nx) +eonst. 
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On the basis of the exact solutions indicated above 
we consider in the Furry representation the collision of 
an electron characterized by kJ.l with a spinless 
nucleus characterized by pJl (p2 = M2 » m2) in the 
crossed field (2). In future we shall neglect the effect 
of the external field on thE' motion of the nucleus. As a 
result of the exchange of a virtual photon q = p - pi 
(q2 < 0) in the collision the nucleus acquires the mo
mentum pi and a group of particles is produced with 
the total four-momentum K' (cL, Fig. 1a). We choose 
a special coordinate system in which the electron was 
at rest prior to the collision, Le., k = 0, and with re
gard to the crossed field we assume that B 1 P (i.e., 
n II p), and that BO = O. In invariant form these condi
tions can be written in the following manner: 

(3) 

We assume the nucleus to be relativistic, Le., in the 
special coordinate system we assume 1 pI» M. Then 
the process can be regarded as an interaction of elec
trons with the equivalent photons of the field of the 
nucleus being propagated in the direction p II n. Neglect
ing the effect of the external crossed field on the nu
cleus we can assume that the equivalent photon spec
trum is not altered compared to the free case, Le., 

2 ~ dx 
dN=-Z'e'ln--, (4) 

" x x 
where in place of the photon frequency qO we have in
troduced an invariant variable K = 21 (kq )1/m2, while 
J.l = (kp)/mM. We shall calculate the cross section in 
this approximation by means of the Weizsacker
Williams formula 

(5) 

Here aph is the cross section for the corresponding 
photoprocess in a crossed field (cL, Fig. 1b) involving 
the participation of a real photon q (q2 = 0) propagated 
in the direction nil [E x H] (Le., qn = 0). The condi
tions for the applicability of formula (5) are determined 
as is well known (cf., for example[lO)) by the inequali
ties 

~q'/m'«:1, ~q2/m'«:x, ~::i>1, ~::i>mx/M. (6) 
The cross section for the photoprocess aph in an 

external crossed field depends on two invariant dimen
sionless parameters: K and 

x=~(nk) (~B2)'I' =~ [~(F"Vkv)2r' (7) 
n~·J m'l 

where the parameters X is expressed in terms of the 
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tensor FilII of the field (2). As has been shown in[ll] 
the cross section aph calculated for the case of a 
crossed field approximately describes the process in 
an arbitrary constant external field FilII if the parame
ters 

=_e_[ -(F"k l'P' 
X m:J '" 

21 (kq) I 
x. = -----;;;z- , 

(8 ) 

f.=~1 (F"q.) 'I"', f =_e IF F"k'q I'i, m" 6 m:1 1.1.. 1. 

(F~II = Y2EJlIIApFNJ) on which the cross section for the 

process depends satisfy the inequalities 

f,~l, fi~X, fi~X (i=I, ... , 6) (9 ) 

(in the case of a crossed field all fi = 0). Thus, under 
the conditions (9), and also (3), formula (5) can be ap
plied for the calculation of the cross section in the case 
of an external field of arbitrary form 

3. THE CROSS SECTION FOR BREMSSTRAHLUNG 

We consider the bremsstrahlung from an electron 
passing by a nucleus in the presence of a constant ex
ternal field. The corresponding photoprocess-Compton 
scattering in the presence of an external field-has been 
investigated previouslylll,12,8J. It was shown that in the 
process of scattering the electron not only can absorb 
incident photons, but can also emit photons identical 
with them. Moreover, at low energies of incident pho
tons an essential contribution to the cross section is 
also given by terms associated with the synchrotron 
radiation of an electron in an external field. 

Substituting the well_knownlll,12,B] expression for the 
probability of the photoprocess 

dwPh= mZx da ph 
2q'k' 

into formula (5) and integrating over the equivalent 
photon spectrum K, we obtain the differential cross 
section for bremsstrahlung 

do = 32,:2e' ~ I ~ In 1:. 
Ynm' (l+u)', x 2 x 

X[A(x, x, u)-A(-x, x, u)-2A,(x', x, u)]. 

(10) 

Here the functions A( K, X' u) and A( -K, X' u) corre
spond to the emission and absorption of virtual photons 
q by the electron (cf., Figs. 2b, c), while the function 
Ao( /, x, u) corresponds to the product of the matrix 
elements for synchrotron radiation in the constant field 
FilII (Fig. 2a) and for bremsstrahlung with an exchange 
of two photons q one of which is absorbed and the other 
emitted by the electron (Fig. 2d). (Each diagram of 
Figs. 2b, c, d is to be taken as standing for the set of 

'I II II , l 
~ ~ • • k I k' k 

, k' k , k' k , k' . I . . I j'f I 
I" .. I 

I ,-, , , I 

g A q r q A tq , , , 
I,. I" .. I I '!II 

P p' P p' P p' 
b d 

FIG 2. 
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diagrams differing from each other by a permutation of 
the vertices.) 

The functions A and Ao are of the following form: 

A (x, x, u) =v,lD,(y,) +v,ID' (y,) +V31D (y,), 

A,(x2, x, u)=v,ID,(y)+v,ID'(y)+v,lD(y) 
(11) 

where 

v =..!..(2+~-~+i.--~) 
'8 1 +u X x' y3x ' ' 

u' __ 4 (l+_u'_) 
v:= 2yx2(1+u) y~x4 2(1+u) ' 

v,=_2 (l+_u'_) __ 2 (1+~), 
y'x' 2(1+u) y'x' l+u 

1 ( U
2

) (1 4 ) v,~v, +Z;' v.= 1 + 2(Hu) Y;;--~' 

y ( u2 
) 

v'="4 1+ l+u ' 

<l> (y) and <l>' (y) are the Airy function and its deri vati ve, 

1D,(y)= S ([J(x)dx, y,=y(l-x), y= ( : ) 'f" x=:. 

The variable 
x-x' e 

U=-,-, x' =-[ -(F'·k:)']"'. x m~ 

is related to the finite value of the quasimomentum of 
the electron k' after emission of radiation. It is impor
tant that, since the four-momentum is not conserved in 
the field, in formula (10) the integration over the equiv
alent photon spectrum K should be carried out from 
zero and not from u, as in the case when the field is 
absent FilII = O. In this case each term in the square 
brackets of (10) yields on integration over K a result 
which diverges at the lower limit. However, integrating 
each term by parts in the logarithmic approximation an 
appropriate number of times one can separate out all 
the terms which diverge at the point K = 0 which cancel 
each other in the final sum. The result turns out to be 
finite: 

do=~ Z'e' ~(..'!....) 'f'{3(1+~) I,(y) 
15V;m'u(Hu)2 x 2(Hu) (12) 

+y' (1+~) [f,(Y)-13(Y)]-Y(5+4~)I,(y)}. 
l+u l+u 

The integrals 1" h, h can be expressed in the following 
form: 

S~ dx I-" 
1,= -[W(y,)-W(Y2)]ln-, 

o x ux 

a d 
I, = S -=-[ w' (y,) -w' (y,) ]In..!:..., 

o x ux 
(13) 

f, = S dx[Ql (y,)+W (y,) ]ln~; y,=y(Hx). 
o ux 

4. ASYMPTOTIC VALUES OF THE CROSS SECTION 
AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The prinCipal contribution to the formation of inte
grals (13) comes from the region x ~ 1 (Le., K ~ u). 
Because of this in place of the inequality K » fi from 
(9), which is one of the conditions for the possibility of 
generalizing the result to the case of an arbitrary field, 
we obtain the following: u» fi. For the sake of definite
ness we assume that in the rest system of the nucleus 
(p = 0) there is present a magnetic field H, and a rela
ti vistic electron of energy E » m moves at right angles 
to it. Then condition (3) is satisfied: 
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F"'k.p,=H[kp 1 =0, 

while for the parameter X and the variable u we obtain 
H 8 

x=-
Ho m' 

8-8' 

U=-e-'-' 

where Ho = m2/e = 4.4 x 10 13 G. If at the same time 

H«Ho u-:J>H/Ho, 

(14) 

(15 ) 

then the inequalities (9), the validity of which makes 
possible the generalization of the result to the case of 
a magnetic field, will be satisfied. 

Conditions (15) enable us to make another important 
deduction. As is well known (cf.,l13,41), when a relativ
istic electron collides with a nucleus the formation of 
the principal part of the radiation at the frequency 
w = £ - £' occurs during a time To = 2dm2u, while the 
time for the formation of radiation in the magnetic field 
is given by TH = Ho/Hm. One would expect that the 
magnetic field would begin to have the greatest effect 
on the process starting with the region where these 
times become comparable: 

(16 ) 

For H « Ho and £ » m the motion of an electron in 
a magnetic field is quasiclassical. The relative change 
in the momentum of the electron associated with the 
existence of acceleration in a magnetic field during a 
time T, 

6=illkl/lkl ~uH/e, 

turns out to be small both for T = TH (15 ~ m/ £ « 1) 
and also for T = To (5 ~ H/Ho\l « 1). Consequently, the 
magnetic field does not have time to have an appreciable 
dynamic effect on the motion of the electron during the 
characteristic time for the occurrence of the process. 
In other words, the interaction occurs over a region of 
space quite small compared to the radius of curvature 
of the trajectory, and this enables us to introduce the 
cross section in the usual manner independently of the 
instant a. which the electron collides with the nucleus. 
However, in this case the magnetic field can affect the 
nature of the formation of radiation, particularly in the 
region determined by the inequality (16). 

The cross section (12) depends on the value of the 
external field through the parameter X which enters 
into the argument y = (u/xf/ 3 of the integrals (13). We 
consider two extreme cases, y » 1 and y « 1, for 
which we are able to obtain the following asymptotic 
representations for these integrals: 

a) y » 1: 

y';:; fA. 
l,~--ln-

y'l. U' 

l'~ fA. 
13~-ln-; 

y u 

y; fA. 
13~-ln-. 

y u 

Substituting (17) into formula (12) we find for y » 1 

da=4Z'e'~(~+~)ln~ (.!:..)'I' 
m' u(1+u)' 3 1+u u' X ~1. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19 ) 

This result coincides exactly with the expression for 
the cross section for bremsstrahlung in the case of an 
electron colliding with a nucleus in the free case 
(cf.,[91, p. 455), if we assume 

u= (8-8')/e', fA.=e/m, (20) 

where £ and £' are the initial and the final values of 
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the electron energy in the rest system of the nucleus in 
the case of a zero external field (F I-L I! = 0). 

In the other limiting case y « 1, we obtain from 
formulas (18) and (12) 

4f('/,) Z'e' ( X ) 'I, ( u.) du flo da=---- - 1+--- ---In-
3""5 m'x u 2(1+u) (1+u)' u 

( u ) 'I, (21 ) 
- «1. 
X 

It can be seen that for (U/X)2/3 « 1 the cross section 
(21) grows with decreasing u as (X/U)1/3, Le., much 
more slowly than in the free case when it is propor
tional to l/u (the infrared divergence). 

Thus, the effect of a constant external field FI-Ll! on 
the bremsstrahlung of an electron in the field of a 
nucleus in accordance with (16) begins to manifest itself 
primarily when (U/X)2/3 ~ 1. In this domain the synchro
tron radiation of an electron in the field FiJ. I! has its 
maximum intensity and therefore in addition to the dia
grams of Figs. 2b, c an essential contribution to the 
cross section for this process is also given by the in
terference of the diagrams a and d of the same figure. 

The example considered above involving a magnetic 
field corresponds to real possibilities experimentally. 
At the present time under laboratory conditions maxi
mum field intensities have been obtained H ~ 107 G 
« Ho. In this case, however, values close to unity can 
be obtained for the parameter X. 

The author is deeply grateful to A. A. Sokolov for his 
constant attention to this work. 

1)We have adopted the metric (+ - - -), xlJ. = {xo, x}; the system of 
units is c = h = 1. 
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